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In this model, .The Markov switching system is popularly used in many financial models, such as in pricing bonds, mo rtgage bonds, convertible bonds etc.. [5] . However, most of the stochastic differential equation cannot get explicit solution, the numerical method is commonly concerned, various numerical methods are put forward, such as Euler's method, the implicit Eu ler method, the backward Euler method etc.. [10] . Imp licit Euler method with its better stability, gets more attention, especially the backward Euler method which is often used in the nonlinear systems. But implicit Euler method is only applicable to rigid equation with litt le noise because this method only partly uses the implicit item in drift coefficient. In this paper, by means of discrete Ito Lemma, we demonstrate that the balanced imp licit method torque index of markov switching asset pricing model is stable, and at the same time we give the instability condition and conclude that balanced implicit method is more stable than Euler's method with nu merical method. 
II. BALANCED IMPLICIT METHOD
is a discrete markov chain, whose One-step transition probability matrix array is
Given the Linear markov switching stochastic differential equation: 
.This process can independently produce more trajectory, after we get the discrete markov chain
, we define the balanced imp licit method of hybrid system (3).For , 0.
where
variable which is independent and Obey the
is known as control function, and often is chosen as constant [7] . 
 
we can get the Euler's method 
and fro m the Taylor expansion, let 
plug (10)- (12) 
By markov chain ergodicity and the inequation   
